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16.11.2014      08:40   uhr 
Assalam o alaikum  
 
Abdul Ghaffar Sb  
 
You have claimed to be the same Zaki Ghulam and Musleh that was prophesied in the 
Prophecy of 20 February 1886.  
Now according to Hadharat Masih e Maud (as), based on Ilham, the Zaki Ghulam mentioned 
in this prophecy was Bashir Awwal (ra). Huzur also explains how the Zaki Ghulam and 
Musleh Maood are two separate personalities.  
So your claim of being Zaki Ghulam and Musleh Maood is nothing more than the dream of a 
mad man. Zaki Ghulam according Huzur (as) was a physical son of Huzur in the shape of 
Bashir Awwal (ra).  
Anybody here who is not sure please, have the peshgoi of 20 th Feb. In front of you and then 
read the following underlined.  
 
This should serve as an eye opener for all JAIPs. 
 
"MUBARAK WOH JO ASMAN SAI AATA HAI" 
Upto here Huzur (as) said is about Bashir Awwal (ra) and Zaki Ghulam is part of this portion 
of peshgoi. And Bashir Awwal as we all know was a physical son of Huzur (as).  
 
Now let's discuss your Knowledge that you are so proud of. I quote you here.  

۔ اور   ر ر  ا ں  ا    اب آ ۔       ان   اور    ور  ف    ر    ں  ا    آپ ا     اُ  ا

۔۔ ر   ۔۔    د    اور د  د ى و  آپ  م   اور     و    ذ   رہ     ۔۔   

 
The Mujaddid of the time has the biggest duty of serving the Holy Quran. If you have no 
knowledge of Quran you cannot serve Islam.  
A couple of years back a friend of ours asked you a question over the phone in my presence. 
Your Ameer Sb Canada was also there. He recited couple of verses from Sura Al Najm. He 
asked for the tafseer and meanings of these verses and you said to him oh, I don't know 
Arabic.  
Upon this he said I am not asking if you know Arabic or not I am only asking you to explain 
couple of verses from Quran.  
 
You put more emphasis on virtue is God than on the Holy Quran. Your disciples are saying 
you know the best tafseer??? Are you guys just joking with everyone? 
 
Now you can claim that I was lying about this whole incident but I make Allah my witness.  
 
The base of Ahmadiyyat is set in the following words of Primised Mesiah (as). 
  
"Yeh Pancho Jo ke nasle Syeda hain" 
"Yehi Hain panjtan Jin per bina hai" 
 
Where are you in this picture?  
 
Wassalam  
Mubashar 



17.11.2014    01:17 uhr 
 
AA.  
 
Abdul Ghaffar sb.  
 
I am still waiting for your reply to my email below.  
Just to remind you that I am discussing only prophecy of 20th Feb.  And I 
am only asking you to answer using the Sabz Ishtihar.  
Please do not answer my questions like your Suhabi syed Molood sb.  
 
Quote my questions and then refute them with evidence.  
 
Key points are:  
 
Who is Zaki Ghulam, according to Huzur (as), mentioned in the above 
peshgoi? See the attachment I sent to you in my email below.  
 
Are Zaki Ghulam and Musleh Maood titles for one person, not according to 
you but according to Sabz Ishtihar? 
 
According to Huzur (as), was Zaki Ghulam a physical or spiritual son?  
Again I am only referring to all these from Sabz ishtihar. And the only 
prophecy under discussion is of Feb.18. 
 
Last but not the least, are you learning the simple translation of the Holy 
Quran? If yes, who is teaching you and if no, then why not? Wouldn't it be 
a wise idea to learn translation before Tafseer?  
 
Look at my both emails and answer them because you opened this door by 
asking people to send their questions to you. Now show us how zaheen and 
Faheem you might be.  
 
Also tell your Suhaba kiram not to insult someone who according to you was 
a pious/ Saleh person.   
"Mahmood Ki Ameen" will be a good source of knowledge for all JAIP members. 
Specially for those who doubt the righteousness of the "Panjtan". 
 
 
 
Wassalam 
Mubashar 
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